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Coca-Cola PESTEL Analysis is a strategic tool for analyzing your organization's macro environment. PESTEL represents political, economic, social, technical, environmental, and legal factors affecting Coca-Cola's macro environment. Changes in macro environmental factors may affect Coca-Cola as well
as other players in beverage-soft drinks. Macro-environmental factors can affect the Porter Five Forces that shape the strategy and competitive environment. These may affect the competitive advantage or overall profitability level of individual companies in the consumer goods industry. The article
continues after the Ad PESTEL analysis provided details on the operational challenges Coca-Cola faces in common macro environments other than competitive forces. For example, an industry may be very profitable on a strong growth trajectory, but it is of no benefit to the Coca-Cola Company if it is
located in an unstable political environment. Spanish oil giant Repsol had to face a similar case. Started a profitable business above average in Argentina and got a strong return in 5-7 years. But the business was later adopted by the left-wing government. So a long profit of ten years didn't come true in
the end. Order Now - Coca-Cola Company PESTEL / PEST Analysis Order Now - Coca-Cola Company Porter 5 Power Analysis &amp; Industry Analysis Political Factors play an important role in determining factors that may affect Coca-Cola's long-term profitability in a particular country or market. Coca-
Cola is operating in more than 12 countries with beverage-soft drinks and is exposed to the risks of different types of political environments and systems. Success in such dynamic beverages - the soft drinks industry in various countries is to diversify the systematic risks of the political environment. Coca-
Cola can closely analyze the following factors before entering or investing in a particular market - beverages in the country's economy - the political stability and importance of beverages. Risk of military aggression Level of corruption - especially the level of regulation in the consumer goods sector.
Bureaucracy and interference in beverages - the soft drinks industry by the government. Legal Framework for Contract Enforcement Intellectual Property Protection Customs Related to Out-of-Business Trading Partners Customs Related to Consumer Goods Preferred Trading Partners Beverages - Soft
Drink Price Regulations - Price Regulation Mechanisms for Consumer Goods Taxation - Tax Rates and Incentive Wages Act - Minimum Wage and Overtime Week Regulations for Beverages - Benefits of Soft Drinks Required Employees With Industrial Safety Regulatory Product LabelsBeverage
requirements - economic factors in soft drinks affecting Coca-Cola companies - macro environmental factors such as inflation, savings rates, interest rates, exchange rates, and economic cycles determine total demand and total investment in the economy. Micro-environmental factors, such as
competition norms, affect a company's competitive advantage. The Coca-Cola Company can use national economic factors such as growth rate, inflation, and industrial economic indicators (such as the growth rate of the beverage-soft drinks industry, consumer spending, etc.) to predict the growth
trajectory of the sector as well as the organization. The economic factors to consider when performing a pestel analysis are the type of economic system in the operating country, the type of economic system, and the stability of the economy. The stability of the consumer goods exchange rate and host
country currency associated with the government's intervention in the free market. Financial Market Efficiency – Does Coca-Cola need to raise capital in the local market?  Beverages - The skill level of the workforce in the soft drinks industry. Education level in the economy Labor costs and productivity in
the economy Business cycle stage (e.g. prosperity, recession, recovery) Economic growth rate Voluntary income Unemployment Rate Inflation Rates Social factors affecting the culture of the Coca-Cola Company Association and the way things are doing affect the culture of the organization in the
environment. The common beliefs and attitudes of the population play a major role in how Coca-Cola Company marketers understand customers in specific markets and design marketing messages for consumers in the beverage-soft drinks industry. The social factors that Coca-Cola's leadership should
analyze for PESTEL analysis are demographics and skill levels in the demographics, hierarchies and power structures in society. The level of education and educational level entrepreneurship and the broader nature of society in Coca-Cola's industrial culture (gender roles, social customs, etc.). Some
societies encourage entrepreneurship, but others don't. The benefits of leisure (health, environmental awareness, etc.) Technical factors affecting Coca-Cola's technology are rapidly disrupting various industries around the world. The transportation industry is a good case to explain this point. Over the
past five years, the industry has changed so rapidly that it has not even given established players the opportunity to deal with change. The taxi industry is now dominated by players like UberLift. The automotive industry is moving rapidly toward automation, led by technology companies such as Google
and manufacturing, and is confused by Tesla, which has announced an electric vehicle revolution. Companies should not only analyze the technology of the industry, but also speed up the speed at which technology can disrupt the industry. The slow speed would give you more time, although the fast
speed of technology disruption might give you a bit of time firmly to deal with and give profitability. The technology analysis continues after Coca-Cola's competitors' recent technological development on the impact of recent technological developments on the cost structure of beverages - the impact of the
beverage industry on the value chain structure of the consumer goods sector The rate of technology diffusion articles has different norms or environmental standards with different advertising environmental factors affecting the different markets of Coca-Cola companies and may affect the profitability of
those markets. Even in the country, in many cases, states can have different environmental and responsible laws. For example, in the United States, Texas and Florida, there are different liability clauses in the event of an accident or environmental disaster. Similarly, many European countries are giving
healthy tax cuts to companies operating in renewable areas. Before entering a new market or starting a new business in an existing market, the company must carefully evaluate the environmental standards required to do business in those markets. Some of the environmental factors that companies
should consider in advance are the Weather and Climate Change Act, which regulates air and water pollution regulations for environmental pollution in beverages - attitudes toward endangered species against the beverage industry recycled waste management green or ecological products, responses to
legal factors against renewable energy and support in many countries, legal frameworks and agencies are not robust enough to protect the intellectual property rights of organizations. Companies should be carefully evaluated before entering such a market, as this can lead to theft of the organization's
secret sources. Some of the legal factors to consider when Coca-Cola's leadership enters new markets are antitrust laws in the beverage industry - the soft drinks industry and the whole country. Discriminatory Law Copyright, Patent/Intellectual Property Laws Consumer Protection and E-Commerce
Employment Law Safety and Health Act Data Protection Data Protection You can order environmental analysis with Coca-Cola company PESTEL with us at Farnfort University. All Answer Co., Ltd. (November 2018) Coca-Cola Pestel Analysis.Copy to clipboard Coca-Cola Pestel Analysis11 2018.All
Answer Co., Ltd. 10 2020 &lt;https: businesstheacher.org/pestel/coca-cola-pestel.php?vref-1&gt;. Copy the reference to the clipboard. Coca-Cola Pestel Analysis All Answer Co., Ltd., November 2018 businessessteacher.org. Web. October 22, 2020 &lt;https: businesstheacher.org/pestel/coca-cola-
pestel.php?vref_1&gt;. All Answer Co., Ltd. November 2018 Coca-Cola Pestel Analysis. [Online]. Available from: [Access 221/2020]. Copy the reference to the clipboard. All Answer Co., Ltd. Coca-Cola Pestel Analysis [Internet]. November 2018 [Viewed october 22, 2020]; Copy the reference to the
clipboard. The last answer is Pestel.php?vref-1 .title-Coca-Cola PESTEL Analysis/Publisher/Business Teacher.org All Answers Co., Ltd., Coca-Cola PESTEL Analysis (businesstheacher.org, 2020 10 &lt;https: businessteacher.org/pestel/coca-cola-pestel.php?vref=1&gt; Monday) accessed the october 22,
2020 reference copied to the clipboard. Clipboard. &lt;/https:&gt;&lt;/https:&gt;&lt;/https:&gt;
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